A possibility to prove spin and CP-eigenvalue of a Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson is presented. We exploit angular correlations in the subsequent decay H → ZZ → 4l (muons or electrons). We compare the angular distributions of the leptons originating from the SM Higgs with those resulting from decays of hypothetical particles with differing quantum numbers. This decay channel is the most promising one for Higgs searches at the LHC. We restrict our analysis to the use of the Atlasdetector which is one of two multi-purpose detectors at the upcoming 14 TeV proton-proton-collider (LHC) at CERN. By applying a fast simulation of the Atlas detector it can be shown that these correlations will be measured sufficiently well to prove consistency with the parameters of the Standard Model Higgs. Although the method is valid for all Higgs masses, we focus on the mass range above 200 GeV, where the branching ratio to ZZ is high enough to perform the measurement at an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 . * buszello@cern.ch † Ivor.Fleck@cern.ch ‡
Introduction
Although the standard SU(2) L × U(1) Y electroweak gauge theory successfully explains all current data, the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking has been tested only partially. Since in the Standard Model spontaneous symmetry breaking is due to the Higgs sector, the search for a Higgs particle will be one of the main tasks of future colliders.
At present, LEP gives a lower limit of about 114 GeV [1] for the Higgs boson mass. For larger values of m H one has to consider high energy hadron colliders such as the LHC ( pp collisions at √ s = 14 TeV ). A Standard Model Higgs boson lying below the W W threshold will mainly decay into a bb pair. In this case there is an overwhelming direct QCD background which dominates the signal. In this mass region the Higgs boson is therefore difficult to study in detail, even though one can use rare decays as a signal. Rare decays considered in the literature include, for example, H → τ + τ − , H → γγ, H → Zγ, H → ZZ * or H → W W * . All of these signals are rather difficult to see, but can eventually be used to establish the existence of the Higgs boson [2] . While these decay modes can be used to discover the Higgs boson, a detailed study of its properties will be difficult due to statistics and can only be attempted when the full luminosity at the LHC is available.
The situation is much better for heavy Higgs bosons (m H > 2m W ). For such a Higgs boson the main decay products are vector boson pairs, W + W − or ZZ. A clear signal for the Higgs then consists of a peak in the invariant mass spectrum of the produced vector bosons. The double leptonic decay of the Z boson, H → ZZ → l + l − l + l − , leads to a particularly clean signal.
In this case the basic strategy for discovering a Higgs boson in a clean mode, is to trigger on 4 high p T leptons that can be combined to form two Z-bosons. Here, 30 fb −1 is already sufficient. If one finds such a signal one might be tempted to assume this to be the Standard Model Higgs boson. However given the fact that the Higgs sector is not fully prescribed, one has to allow for other possibilities. In strongly interacting models, for instance, low lying (pseudo)-vector resonances are possible [3, 4] . Also pseudoscalar particles are present in a variety of models [5] . Therefore, the first priority after finding a signal is to establish the nature of the resonance, in particular its spin and CP-eigenvalue. This can be done by studying angular distributions and correlations among the decay leptons. In the following, we will make this study. We will limit ourselves to (pseudo)-vector and (pseudo)-scalar particles. We will compare the angular distributions, assuming the production rate of a Standard Model Higgs boson for the different particles. This is, of course not realistic, especially for the vector particles, since they cannot be produced by gluon fusion, due to Yang's theorem [12] . However, it is the The decay plane angle φ is measured between the two planes defined by the leptons from the decay of the two Z bosons in the rest frame of the Higgs, using the charge of the leptons, to fix the orientation of the planes. The dashed lines represent the direction of motion of the leptons in the rest frame of the Z Boson from which they originate. The angles θ 1 and θ 2 are measured between the negatively charged leptons and the direction of motion of the corresponding Z in the Higgs boson rest frame. φ=0 correspond to p e + × p e − and p µ + × p µ − being parallel. φ=π correspond to p e + × p e − and p µ + × p µ − being antiparallel. correct comparison to make, if one wants to prove that the signal found is indeed the Standard Model Higgs particle, with the correct quantum numbers.
Theoretical studies of angular distributions have been performed in the literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . So far, such studies have been limited to theoretical discussions. However it was shown in [10] , that acceptance and efficiencies of the detector can play a role, since they can generate correlations, mimicking physical ones. Therefore, it is necessary to use a detector simulation in order to establish how well one can do in practice.
The complete triple differential cross sections can be calculated and are given in the appendix, but they are not very enlightening and we will limit ourselves to the most important integrated angular distributions. For the definition of the angles see Figure 1 .
There are essentially two distributions that we study. One is the distribution of the cosine of the polar angle, cos θ, of the decay leptons relative to the Z boson. Because the heavy Higgs decays mainly into longitudinally polarised vector bosons the cross section dσ/d cos θ should show a peaking near zero. The other is the distribution of the angle φ between the decay planes of the two Z bosons in the rest frame of the Higgs boson. This distribution depends on the details of the Higgs decay mechanism. Within the Standard Model a behaviour roughly like 1 + β cos 2φ is expected. This last distribution is flattened in the decay chain H → ZZ → 4l, because of the small axial vector coupling of the leptons, in contrast to the decay into W's or quarks. Also, cuts can significantly affect the correlations. Therefore one needs a precise measurement of the momenta of the outgoing leptons. The Atlas-detector is very well suited to measure these distributions, since the muon and electron reconstruction is very precise. A detector Monte-Carlo is however needed in order to determine whether the angular distributions can be measured sufficiently well in order to determine the quantum numbers of the Higgs particle.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the generator is described, in Chapter 3 detector simulation and reconstruction are given. In Chapter 4 we define quantities that can be used to characterize the different distributions. In Chapter 5 we present the results, concluding that the quantum numbers of the Higgs particle can indeed be determined. In the appendix we give formulas for the complete differential and integrated distributions for the decay of the resonance assuming arbitrary couplings.
The Generators
In order to distinguish between different spins J=0,1 and/or CP-eigenvalues γ CP = −1, +1 one needs to study four different distributions, which result from the decay of the Standard Model Higgs boson plus three different alternative, hypothetical particles that behave like the Higgs boson, but which decay as if they were particles with J = 0 and γ CP = −1, J = 1 and γ CP = +1, or J = 1 and γ CP = −1.
The feasibility of using angular correlations in the decay of the Z bosons in order to distinguish between these particles has been evaluated using two different Monte-Carlo generators. One was written by T. Matsuura and J.J. van der Bij [10] for the Standard Model Higgs (gg → H → ZZ →→ 4l) and the irreducible ZZ-background. The latter includes contributions from both gluons and quarks to the ZZ production ( gg → ZZ → 4l and→ ZZ → 4l) , whereas all Higgs production mechanisms other than the gluon fusion are neglected. This generator, unlike other popular programmes, keeps all polarisations of the Zboson, including the gluon initiated process. This allows for an analysis of the angular distributions of the leptons. The gluonic production of Z-boson pairs is only about 30% of the total background. Therefore at the Higgs peak its effect tends to be small. However one should not ignore its contribution, since it has different angular distributions from the other background and its presence can effect measured correlations. The programme contains no K-factors, therefore our conclusions regarding the feasibility of the determination of Higgs quantum numbers are conservative. Since the narrow width approximation is used, the results are only valid for Higgs masses above the ZZ threshold.
For the alternative particles, a new generator was written based on an article by C. A. Nelson and J. R. Dell' Aquilla [9] . Both generators use Cteq4M structure functions [13] and hdecay [14] for branching-ratio and width of the Higgs, and both use the narrow width approximation. Doing the analysis after the start of the LHC requires the detection of a particle with a mass above 180 GeV and the appropriate width and branching ratios to fulfill the minimum requirement for being recognized as a Standard Model like Higgs. Since the production mechanism (gluon-fusion rules out spin 1 particles) cannot be seen, the only way to prove that the spin and CP nature of the new particle is Standard Model like is to study the decay angles of the leptons. In order to anticipate this required measurement, we assume that all four particles are produced in a way that gives rise to the same mass and width. The background as well as all cross sections for the four simulations are taken from the first generator. Thus, all cases show identical distributions of invariant mass of the Z-pairs and transverse momentum P T of Z-bosons and leptons and have the same width and cross sections. The only difference lies in the angular distributions of the leptons. For the alternative particles no special assumption concerning the coupling has to be made; only CP-invariance is assumed. It is worth mentioning that the angular correlations are completely independent of the production mechanism.
Detector Simulation and Reconstruction
The detector response is simulated using ATLFast [15] , a software-package for particle level simulation of the Atlas detector. It is used for fast event-simulation including the most crucial detector aspects. Starting from a list of particles in the event, it provides a list of reconstructed jets, isolated leptons and photons and expected missing transverse energy. It applies smearing and efficiencies to all reconstructed particles, with the amount and distribution of these parameters mostly taken from a full simulation using Geant3 [16] .
The event selection is modeled exactly after the event selection in the AtlasPhysics-TDR [17] . Four leptons (electrons or muons) are required in the pseudorapidity range |η| = | − ln tan( of the two reconstructed Z bosons has to lie within two times the width of the reconstructed mass peak of the Higgs resonance around the center of the peak. For high Higgs masses (m H > 300 GeV) this is only little more than two times the decaywidth, while for smaller masses the experimental resolution dominates.
Throughout this paper, we use the term signal for distributions where the background has been statistically subtracted. The only background considered is the Z pair production. Other possible backgrounds like top pair production or Zbb are negligible for masses of the Higgs boson above 200 GeV. Systematic uncertainties due to the simulation of the background could be studied by comparing distributions from the sidebins of the Higgs signal with the results of the generator. A proper treatment of the background is very important, since the angular distributions of the background itself and correlations introduced by detector effects have a large impact on the shape of the distributions discussed. These effects are detailed below.
For high invariant masses, the Z bosons from the background processes are mainly transversely polarised leading to a polar angle distribution of the form The effect of the detector for the decay plane angle is shown in Figure 3 . Again, the distribution of the signal is shown left and the background on the right. The dashed histogrammes are scaled to have the same integral as the solid histogrammes, and zero is suppresssed in order to facilitate the comparison of the shape. The definition of the line styles are the same as above. For the decay plane angle, the background shows an almost flat distribution before applying selection cuts. But a minor correlation is introduced by detector effects. This
T WP 1 (cos θ 1 )P 1 (cos θ 2 ) has been simulated and taken into account for the analysis of decay plane angle distributions. The cuts isolating the signal lead to a distortion of the angular distributions as discussed in [10] , but they are almost negligible for the Atlas detector. The cut on |η| enhances the decay plane correlation a little, but the smearing and the P T requirements reduce this effect. Altogether, there is a small enhancement of the correlation of almost the same amount for all four particles.
A further cut on the transverse momentum of the Z bosons P max T (Z 1 , Z 2 ) > m H / 3 is known to additionally reduce the background, but it also affects the correlation. Since an optimisation of the signal-to-background ratio is not crucial to this analysis, this cut has not been applied, offering the advantage of being less dependent on the details of the production mechanism like initial P T of the Higgs boson.
Parametrisation of Decay Angle Distributions
The differential cross sections for the different models can be computed directly or can be derived from the formulas given in [9] . The explicit distributions are given in the appendix. From the article [9] we quote the simple distributions of the alternative particles. Table 1 shows the distribution of the polar angle θ. θ 1 and θ 2 are the polar angles of the leptons originating from the Z Bosons Z 1 and Z 2 , respectively. In Table 2 the distribution of the decay plane angle φ is shown where the polar angle θ is integrated over different ranges. F11 gives the distribution for 0 ≤ θ 1,2 ≤ π/2, F22 for π/2 ≤ θ 1,2 ≤ π, F12 for 0 ≤ θ 1 ≤ π/2 and π/2 ≤ θ 2 ≤ π, and F21 for π/2 ≤ θ 1 ≤ π and 0 ≤ θ 2 ≤ π/2. R, U, T and W are the parameters that characterise the decay density matrix. For the decay modes used in this analysis they amount to the following values: R = U = -1/2, T = W = − 2r 1+r 2 . r is the ratio of the axial vector to vector coupling which for the muons amounts to r = (1 -4 sin 2 θ W ) −1 . We used sin 2 θ W = 0.23. T W − RUcos(2φ) 
The plane-correlation can be parametrised as
In all four cases discussed here, there is no sin(φ) or sin(2φ) contribution. For the Standard Model Higgs, α and β depend on the Higgs mass while they are constant over the whole mass range in the other cases.
The polar angle distribution can be described by
reflecting the longitudinal or transversal polarisations of the Z boson. We define the ratio R := (L − T )/(L + T ) of transversal and longitudinal polarisation. The dependence of the parameters α, β and R on the Higgs mass is shown in Figure 4 . The pseudoscalar shows the largest deviation from the SM Higgs. It would have β = −0.25 and R = −1 whereas the scalar always has β > 0 and R > 0. The vector and the axialvector can be excluded through the parameter R for most of the mass range, but for Higgs masses around 200 GeV the main difference lies in the value of α which is close to zero for the scalar, but about ±0.038 for J=1 and γ CP = ±1. The values for β differ as well, but both are small.
Results
In the previous section the exact results for the signal were given. However in practice one needs a procedure to separate signal from background, which will lead to uncertainties in the distributions. The expected errors have been calculated by generating a large number of events and scaling the distributions to the expected number of events, since the expected values of the parameters follow a Gaussian distribution. The background was statistically subtracted after applying the same cuts to it as were applied to the signal. Then the parametrisations for φ and θ as described above were fitted to the distributions. Signal and background are summed over muons and electrons. The parameter α can be used to distinguish between a spin 1 and the SM Higgs particle, but its use is statistically limited. The same applies to the parameter β. Measuring β, which is zero for spin 1 and > 0 in the SM case, can contribute only very little to the spin measurement even if m H is in the range where β, in the SM case, is close to its maximum value. Nevertheless, β can be useful to rule out a CP odd spin 0 particle.
The values of α get more widely seperated, when the correlation between the sign of cos(θ) for the two Z Bosons and φ is exploited. In Figure 6 , we plot the parameters separately for sign(cos θ 1 ) = sign(cos θ 2 ) (F11 + F22 in Table 2 ) and sign(cos θ 1 ) = −sign(cos θ 2 ) (F12 + F21 in Table 2 ). As can be seen, the difference in α becomes bigger for J = 1 and γ CP = +1. For higher masses α and β of the SM Higgs approach 0; thus only α can be used to measure the spin. But the measurement of R compensates this. Figure 7 shows the significance, i. e. the difference of the expected values divided by the expected error of the SM Higgs. We add up the significance for α and β exploiting the cos(θ) -φ correlation and plot the significance from the polar angle measurement separately. For higher Higgs masses the decay plane angle correlation contributes almost nothing, but the polarisation leads to a good measurement of the parameters spin and CP-eigenvalue.
In conclusion, for Higgs masses larger than about 230 GeV the quantum numbers of the Higgs signal can be firmly established already with 100 fb −1 . For m H around 200 GeV the distinction is less clear, and one will need the full integrated luminosity of the LHC. 
A Formulae for differential angular distributions
The most general coupling of a (pseudo) scalar Higgs boson to two on-shell Zbosons is of the following form:
Here the momentum of the first Z-boson is p µ Z , that of the second Z-boson is q ν Z . The momentum of the Higgs boson is k and ǫ µνρσ is the total antisymmetric tensor with ǫ 1234 = i. Within the Standard Model one has X = 1, Y = P = 0. For a pure pseudoscalar particle one has P = 0, X = Y = 0. If both P and one of the other interactions are present, one cannot assign a definite parity to the Higgs boson.
The same formula for a (pseudo) vector with momentum k ρ reads:
It is to be noted that the coupling to the vector field actually contains only two parameters and is therefore simpler than to the scalar. In the following we give the triple differential cross section for the case of a scalar or vector Higgs. The meaning of the angles θ 1 , θ 2 and φ is explained in Figure 1 . p is the absolute value of the momentum of the Z boson, p 2 = 
A.2 The special cases
In this appendix we list the triple differential cross section for pure Higgs spin and CP states. In addition we also give the differential cross sections, where some of the angular variables have been integrated over. F11, F12, F21, F22 refer to the different quadrants as defined in Chapter 4. The spin 0, CP even part only contains the pure SM contribution.
